The necessity of “submission right” for polycentric healthy community-care

~Innovative soft-law approaching before fighting
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<1> What is submission right?
<2> Why we should consider the new concept of submission right?
<3> Where is the origin of thinking of submission right?
<4> When we could execute the submission right in daily life?
<5> Who would promote the submission right for our healthy oriented civil society?

Q&A
This figure means that security of the Constitution itself is based on the wisdom to protect the peace and virtue of citizens at all times.
(1) New conceptual study would formulae healthy attitudes among peoples in everyday life.

(2) Origin of Submission are accepted as the man's in the privilege in wartime by the Geneva Convention.

(3) To be created "the national organic act" as soft law of the fundamental human rights of understanding in order to avoid real fight with arms.
1> What is submission right?

① “Submission right” among fundamental human rights” (SRFHR) would challenge to discover true democracy or new innovative thoughts as the treasure in everyday life.

② Developing the peace for the polycentric community and of having necessity of "International Constitutional Court“ in future.
As shown, Figure 2, the current version of the Constitution of Japan, the basis of human rights is the hypothesis established by two facts: the combination of the right of resistance and also the submission rights themselves.
<2> Why we should consider the new concept of submission right?

① Almost all peoples would recognize the important of constitution security and constitutional form for their lives.

② The concept of “submission right” would not mean the right of objection nor rejection against the power of the state.
SRFHR could solve discord

The age of Power to the Edge covering SRFHR

(Figure-3-)
<3> Why we should consider the new concept of submission right?

» ① “Be to have the best tools of teaching materials with optimal understanding of the kernel of these chaotic situations.”

» ② C2 is at any time related to the transmission of information, which as implied by the authorities must maintain an equilibrium and not be asymmetric.

» ③ Basic conceptual of SRFHR in cognitive domain in polycentric healthy society how to take advantage of the actual “submission rights” would be simplified
Affirmative Behavior Change could motivate to gear for healthy life.

(Figure-4-)

This Figure-4-shows action of the SRFHR by mobile tool for personalized justice for polycentric healthy community-care system
When we could execute the submission right in daily life?

1. Kernel discussion is that when and how should be able trigger the SRFHR in accordance with personalized social healthy life.

2. The precise details of the SRFHR terms should be described in soft law as a manner of shared situation awareness in order to understand in agile among all citizens.

3. Generalization or extensibility might be realized originality in the lifecycle by soft law of practice of consensus to demonstrative capacity to be Agile.
Target for reach Polycentric community?

- Current Constitution
- Traditional Law
- Preventive soft law system
- Health Educational Tools
- Polycentric Healthy Community

With Behavior Change Management in daily life

Figure-5-
<5> Conclusion

→ ① The “submission rights” is not to abandon nor give up human rights against the huge and unseen power and it seeks to engage and empower well narrative communications to build personalized healthy life as shown the figure-5-.

→ ② To promote health care, it is also that you can spend comfortably every day accompany with behavior change management system.

→ ③ The polycentric healthy community in the world will start to discuss and consider even small steps in order to develop and implement further discussions in every aspect of “submission right” for new paradigm.
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